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It is shown in this paper that the p,lir (G, N) is Ramsey infinite when both G and H are 
forests, with at least one of G or H having a noi -star component. In addition, an infinite 
subfamily of $W,,. P,) is constructed. 
Let F, G, and kI be $:raphs (no loops or multiple edges). We write F-+ (G, H) if 
whenever each edge of F is colored red or blue, then either the red subgraph of F, 
demted (FJR, contains a copy of G or the blue subgraph of F, denoted (FJB, 
conta’ns a copy of H. The graph F is called (G, H)-minimal if F + (G, H) and 
F’ + (G, H) for each proper subgraph F’ of F. In particular, if G, H, and F have 
no is{ lated vertices, F’ can be replaced by F-e, where e is any edge Gf F. The 
class of all (G, H)-minimal graphs will be denoted by B(R, N). The pair (G, I-I) 
will be called Ramsey -finite or Ramsey-infinite depending upon whether %( G, H) 
is finite or infinite. 
This paper is essentially a continuation of [3], where S(G, I-I) is considered for 
forests, i.e., forests of stars. There it is shown that if G and FJ 
no single-edge stars, then (G, 23) is Ramsey-finite if and only 
single stars with an odd number of edges. The c:ise: when G 
e stars is not complet raswered. Sotp:;; 1. xticular 
niteness of %(G, M), when 
or H contain single-edge stars, !eft open. 
There are other papers which discuss simi?ar pr 
this !eaves the case when one of G or i:; a star-forest an_l L c kjtht b I forest 
with at least one non-star component. ’ e central result (Theorem 7) of the next 
section settles this case. It is shown in [4] tkt (6 
matching and H is any graph. In addition if ( 
graph H, then the results of [5] inclicatz G must be matching.. 
We need to introduce some furth<:r notation and terminolo 
“coloring” will always refer to coloring each edge of some graph 
coloring of F with neither a red G or a blue H will be called 
the meaning is clear, simply a good coloring. IIf G is a subgrap 
be denoted by G c (&. For the graph G, V(G) and E(G) will denote its vertex 
and edge sets respectively. For typo,_:raphical reasons the star k’,.. will be 
symbolized by S,. As in [6], a (6, H, $-determiner will be a graph whlgh has 
(G, H)-good colorings. but only ones ill which the edge y is red. One could call 
such a graph a “‘red” determiner, but ,for compactness of notation we will not do 
so, since a (H, G, y)-determiner is the !>arne as a “blue” determiner. Naturally, the 
reader must be careful to observe the distinction. Also for compactness, we will 
drop the y or even the G and H when the meaning is clear. In a (G, H, y)- 
determiner the edge y will be called the determined edge. 
We will sometimes need stronger types of determiners. A well-behaved deter- 
minyr is one which has good colorings in which the determined edge is red, but all 
adjacent edges are blue. A (G, H, y)-determiner is ~nininzal if n3 proper subgraph 
of it is a (G, H, y)-determiner. Observe that a minimal determiner contained in a 
weli-behaved one is also well-behaved. 
In what follows, we will frequently construct graphs by identifying vertices or 
edges of other graphs. The reader is to understand that in such cases, all vertices 
and edges remain distinct, except !or those explicitly made the same by the 
identifications; specified. 
Further notation and terminology will follow that of [l] and [8]. 
The reader should observe that in several of the theorems 10 follow, we use the 
following simple condition which it, equivalznt to that of t 
Ramsey-infinite: for each positive integer 11,) there exists a g 
dt least n,, vertices. The following ?emma is an example of 
establish such a condition 
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t H be a web-be aved minimal (T, U, cu)-determintr with (cy a free edge. 
t a free edge 1 one with a vertex of degree one.) Let H’ be formed 
ing the vertex of degree 1 from (Y, and denote the other vertex 
te two distinct end vertices of K Let x’ and y’ be 
vely; x’ and y’ need not be distinct. Now take a 
*, except x, x’, and y’, take a copy of H’ and 
Call the resulting graph L and let p be the 
edge xx’. We wil! show that is graph is a well-behaved (U, T, fi)-determmer, 
and moreover that any (U, T, -deiermincr contained in L has more points than 
l-l. 
To see this, observe that in any (U, -good coloring of L, all edges of T* 
ent to points correspond to v in a copy of H’ must be blue, 
since each N’ must be (U, T)-good colored. That is, all edges of T*‘, other than p, 
must be blue: hence @ must be red. Furthermore, it is clear that good colorings of 
this type exist, so that L is a determiner. In addition, we see from these colorings 
that L is well-behaved. Now delete edges from ir, until it becomes a minimal 
determiner, and consider the edges of T”; none of these couid have been 
removed, for then 0 could be colored blue in some (U, T)-good coloring. 
Similarly, no edge of the copy of I-I’ attached at y could have been removed, for 
then the edge yy’ could be colored red and p colored biue in some good coloring. 
Since any subgraph of L cont(aining all of this copy of H’ and all of T* has more 
vertices than H, the proof is complete. 
2. Let T,, be a tree on n vertices which is not a star. Their (Sk, T”) is 
Ramsey-infinite if and only if k 2 2. 
. Since 9(Sr, G ) = (G) for any graph G, we need only to show that (Sk, T,,) 
is Ramsey-infinite when k 32. Our first step (the biggest one) is to show the 
existence of a (Sk, T,*, a)-determiner when k 3 2. This determiner will not in 
general be well-behaved. 
Consider a K,,_, and label a fixed vertex v. If k 2 2, then attach to this &,_I St 
v a Sk+ by identifying the central vertex of the star with Lhe vertex v, so that the 
star is otherwise disjoint from K,_ 1. At each of the remaining n - 2 vertices 19 
K,,_, attach a Sk-_, by its central vertex. This constructed graph, which vie 
call .I( v ), has (n - 2)k + k - 1 vertices, II - 2 of theirn of degree n + k -- 3, one (9 
them (namely v) 0 degree n + k - 4, and the remaining (n - 2)(k - 1) -t-t k - 2) of 
degree 1. 
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is v:rtex-disjoint from H’ and form the graph H* by iattaching a to H’ at q,, 
ider!tifying y with q,. 
We show H* is a (S,, T,,, &determiner. To see his we first give a good 
coloring to If* with cy colored rc:d. For such a coloring. color each copy of J(U) 
contained in H* as follows: colcr all the edges of the I<,, .1 in J(v) blue and all 
edges of all stars attached to thz ,-, in J(v) red. This colors a 
(Y, which we also color red. Clea this gives a good coloring 
under all (Sk, T,)-good colorings of H* edge Q must be red, suppose the contrary, 
giving H* a good coloring with o! blue. Observe that all vertices of M* (except for 
x) that are at distance n - 1 or less from v0 are of degree n + k - 3. Hence these 
vertices are of degree rl - 2 or more in (H*),. Delete an end-vertex u from T,l 
with (w, u} an edge of T, and let T’ represent this tree on n - 1 vertices. Clearly 
since all vertices of ( H*)B, different from x, !=:ithin a distance n - I or less from v0 
are at least of degree rz -2, T’s:(H*),-- cy wr+h T’ rooted with root w at en. Eut 
edge cx is blue, giving Tn s (H”),, a contrad!ztion. Hence !-I” is a (Sk. T,,, ar)- 
determiner, which we denote as H*(a). 
We now use this (S,, T,, c&determiner to construct a well-behaved 
(T,, Sk, a)-determiner. Take k -- 1 copies of H*(a), and identify the end vertices 
of the k - 1 edges corresponding to at; designate this vertex by z. Now attach a 
free edge p at z. Clearly, 6 is red in any (T,,, S&good coloring of this graph. In 
addition, it has a (T,,, S&good coloring in which @ is red and all edges adjacent to 
it (the copies of cu) are blue. Hence it is a well-behaved (‘If,,, ‘-t;k, @)-determiner. 
Remove edges to form a minimal one, which is clearly also well-behaved. 
Now we invoke Lemma 1 enough times to form an arbitrarily large well- 
behavtd minimal (S,, T,,, y)-determiner. Take our well- behaved minimal 
(TR, SC, P)-determiner (or any other such), and identify p with y, keeping the 
origin4 end vertices of p and y distinct; call the resulting graph E This is our 
desired large (Sk, Tn)-minimal graph, since clearly F --, (Sk, T,), and if an edge of 
the (Sk, T,, y)-determiner is removed, there will be a good coloring in which 
y( =p) is blue. Th’ IS completes the proof. 
Notice that each edge of F is part of a T,,; otherwise color this edge (call it 6) 
blue and give F- S an (Sk, T;,)-good coloring, which results in a (S,, T,,)-good 
coloring of F. Hence since F has laqe diameter it has “many” disjoint copies of 
T,,. This gives the foillowing corollary to the theorem. 
cud for k i2 
Let 71, be a tree cw n vertices which is not a star. Then for each fixed I 
the pclir (S, iJ IS,, T,,) is Rmrmy-infinite?. 
We will prove two useful general theore 
Its is used in the main theorem 
owever. we ve a a. 
ose proofs are simil 
eorem 7) ot 5s sect 
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be families of connected graphs. Let 
exists a subcollection 9 of the family 
(1) .,(or each i and i there exists an L E % such that L + (Gi, Hi), and 
(2) th:ere exists a fixed s and t such that F,, E 59 and L j+ (G,, H,) w%en L E 
~---WA 
‘A/e will actually piove this result for any subset of the set of pairs 
{(Gi, Hj .,i. The proof will be by induction on the number of such pairs in the 
subset. 
Clearly the result holds when there is one ordered pair. Thus assume there are 
k + 1 ordered paiTs of graphs (G,, H,) and that the result holds when there are k. 
Take any k bf these ,I + 1 pairs. By assumption there exists a subcollection 9’ of 
these k ordered pairs such that both ( 1) and (2) hold. Consider the remaining pair 
(G,,, Hi*) and its arrowing graph Fisi,. If there exists an I_, E 99’ such that L -+ 
(Gtp, Hi*), then set % = %!I’. Otherwise take %=WU{Figjp). Clearly 93 as defined 
satisfies the conditions of the 1e:mma nd the proof is Tomplete. 
Before stating the next theorem we introduce some additional terminology. Let 
CGiIlsis(n and {Hi)l,i +, be families df connec,ted graphs. Let %(,qE, c;i, A;=, Hi) 
denote those graphs which when colored either contain r??d copies of Gi for each 
:, 1 s i s n, or blue copies of Hi f.,. 0~ each 1, 1~ j s n, but each proper subgraph can 
be given a (AC 1 cfi, //in= 1 H, )-good coloring. Here a (A:= 1 Gi, Ai”= I Hi )-good 
coloring of a gra h means that the graph can be colored so there exist a fixed i 
and j such that the graph contains no red Gi and no blue Hi. Also, we givt 
the term “Ramsq-infinite” the obvious meaning in this case. 
5. Let {Stjl)lsism and (Hj}lsi<n be families of connected graphs. If 
(G,,, Hi) is Ramsey+zfinite for each i and i, then (/‘,y& Gi, /$‘= t Hi) is Ramsey- 
infinite. 
Let nO be a fixed positive integer. Since %?(Gi, Hi) is infinite for all i and I;, 
j E CR(Gi, Hi) such that 1 V( Fij)I > rzo for all i and i. By Lemma 4 tnere exists 
I<1 Sm, , I jsn such that (1) for each i and i t nere exis% an 
) ant (2) there exists a fixed s and t such that FSt t‘ $9 
- { I<% } Thus \ve 
and if M is a s of [3 such that 
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roe,f. As in the previous proof, let tzO be a fi ed positive integer. Pit 
%(Gi, 1di) such that )V(K,)J> IZ(, for all i a,rd j. C oose %’ as in Lem 
F= lJ%. Set U=m+U--1; clearly UF*(lJy!-,*Gi* lJy I ). Also since 
F- {&J-b (G,. H,), it follows that a subgraph M of uF SW: that ME 
B(!Jrzl Gi, 1Jy:l Hi) must contain -T;st as a subgral)h. Hence 1 V(M)( > no and the 
result follows 
We now pi ove our main result. 
cow 7. Let G and H be forests such that neither fores,t is a matching and at 
least one of the forests has a 1 nmponent which ic :a a :t~- en the pair (G, H) is 
Ramsey-infinite. 
roof. The case when both G and If havr mponents which are not stiirs has 
been proved by NeSetiil and Rod1 in [9]. ’ 1s we may assume that 
and 
where m,>rnm2>.*.>m,>2, n,~-n2~*.*~ns~1,z~11, and each Ti is a 
non-star tree. 
Let no be a fixed positive integer. Choost: ME 9t( Ur= 1 S ,,,,, [J f=, ?;:) such that 
(setting Gi = S,,,, and Hi = q for all i and j) M is one of the graphs constructed in 
the proof of Theorem 6. Recall that M is a subgraph of ~$7, where u = z + w - 1 
and F= Us. But 9 is a subcollea:tion of (Fii}l~i~,, 1GiGz where F;ii EB(S,,,,, Tj). 
Further it can be assumed that each Fij is one of the graphs constructed in 
Thecrem 2 and that (V(F# no with I;I:j + (S,,,, UqS,, q) for all i and j. The 
assumption that Fij + (S,, U qS1, ‘T’j) follows as in Corollary 3. Thus, since Fs. s M 
for some s and t, not only is M E %( I&,, S,, Uf_ 1 ‘IQ but also ME 
iB(G, U;=, T?J. 
It is clear that (s + w + q - l)S,n,+n,_l U M + (G, H). Furthermore, for each 
proper subgraph M’ of M, the graph (s + w + q - l)S,,,,+,,, _1 U M’ car7 be (G, H)- 
good colored. Just color all edges of (s + w + q - l)S, ,+,,, _, blue and give hf a 
(G, lJ ,‘= 1 q’-good coloring. Hence, since I V(M)1 > n,,, if M* is a s&graph of 
-t w + q --- US”,,,,,,. 1 U M such that M* E B(G, ) v+e have that I V(M*)I > n,,. 
is establishes the desired result. 
‘We next probe a general result which will be useful elsewhere i 1 s 
(G, H) is Ramsey-infinite for certain graphs G and hi. The RC)C i t rf t?lis resul-: i; 
similar to those of Lemma 1 and Theorem 2, so we will be sb3ewhat brief. 
least three vertices. Jf 
(6, T) is 
* exists a (6, T, a~ )-detemriner. where CY is a ,‘ree edge, then 
We begin by COI lstructing a (If’. C?, p)-determiner. Let N be a minimal 
iner wit 1 a a free edge. I.& H’ be formed from H by removing 
cy, dent ting the other v@i*tex of cy by t. Take a copy of G, calling 
For ef ery vertex of iYJ !:ot on ,8, take a copy of H’ and identify 
its vertex corres o u with that vertex of G. Call the resulting graph J. It is 
easy to see that this is a we l-behaved (7; G, /3)-determiner. It turns out that any 
minimal (T, G, p)-determiner contained in .l is larger than H, but we do not use 
this fact. Instead, we rnbst show the existence ol a (G, T, y)-determiner that is 
larger than H. 
w take a copy of ‘7 with distincr free 4 Lt:s y and S; let x be the end vertex 
We will use this ‘F as the basis for a (G. 7 y )-cleterminer. For every edge of 
this T. other than y, take a copy of J and &iltify its determined edge with that 
edge of T. Cali the resulting graph F. It is easily seen that this it; a ((3, T, y)- 
determini:: Consider now the vertex x and ler xy be an edge other than 6. This 
edge is ar, edge of a copy of G on which a J was based; therefore, in this _-I, y has 
an H’ rooted at it. 
Consider the effect of removing any edge of this H’. It woJld then be possible 
to give the copy of J in question a good coloring in which xy is blue, but all other 
edges of the G it is based on (including S) are red. One could then give all the 
other J t;ieir usual good colorings, and could then color y !)lue, since S was red. 
We conchde that anv minimal (G, T, y)-determiner F, contSned in F must leave 
a copy of H’, and cf course the T on which it is based, intact. Kellce we h,a.ve that 
F, has more vertices than H. 
We now iterate this process enough ti;nes form an arbitrarily la.rge minimal 
(G, T, $-determiner F’. Also take any well- aved U, G, Pbdeterminef F and 
identify p and y; call the resulting T;aph F? Clearly F” --, (G, T). Furthermore, 
it is easy to see that if e is any edge in F’, p - e 75 (G, T:l. This yields the theorem 
Immediately. 
Let Tm be a tree on 11 vertices, n 3 2, trrzd let m be a positive integer, 
rn 2 2. Tien the only (K,,, T&good coloring of I&,, . 1)t ,,_- l) has K,,- 1 ,fri I JR = 
cm - l)K,,_,. 
e The proof is by ction on r:z; tk result is clear for ~1 = 2 and each fixed 
rz. Thus assume the res 1 pcbsiti,re integer values Eess than a fixed 111 
3 (K,,. T,,)-good coloring. Lelr T’ be a vertex-wra.ci 
,,-,) is good-c 
ge e = {x, y} is attac 
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not in T’ is red. This means, since L has been good-co1 
includes a (K,,, _ , , T,,)-good coloring on each (VI - 2 I( n -- 
(V(L) - V(Y)). Let A be such a subgraph. By the induction assumption (A)u = 
(m - 2)K,_,. Thus each edge of L, not in A U T: but i cident to a vertex of A, 
must be red. But then IT’\ = n - 1 and (V(L)- V(A)) = K,,_ 1 =W-J,, so that the 
result follows. 
de 
m 3 3. 
edge. 
Let T,, be a tree on re oertices n s 2 ancl /et rn be a positive integer, 
there exists a (K,,, T,,, y&determiner with detemiued edge y1 a jree 
sof. Take a Kc,,_,,c,_lj and attach a free edge yi to it. y Lemma 9 the 
resulting graph is clearly a (K,,, T,, y&determiner. 
OPO 1. Let T,, be a tree on n vertices, n 3 3, and /et m be a positive integer. 
m 2 3. Then (K,, T,) is Ramsey- infinite. 
roof. By Lem 
yl a f:ee edge. 
ma JO there exists a (K,, T,, y,)-determiner wit 
Thus the result follows from TheoTern 8. 
deter mined edge 
As was p”inted out in the proof of Theorem 6, NeSetiiil and Rod1 [9j proved 
that (F,, FJ is Ramsey-infinite when each Fi is a forest containing a non-star 
component. Their method of proof, although straightforward and elegant, suRers 
irom being rather nonconstructive in nature. Although their method permits in 
principle one to find arbitrarily many members of %(F,, F2) by an exhaustive 
search, the amount of work grows without limit. In particular, .rro infinite class can 
be actually exhibited by their method. For this reason, we will give a method for 
exhibiting infinitely many members of %(B,,, P,)), where P,, is a path on n vertices. 
For any fixed n, only a finite amount of work is needed to construct an entire 
infinite subset of %(P,,, P,,). For small n, this could certainly be done explicitly, but 
we will not do so. It would be desirable, of course, to carry t is one step further 
struct such subsets for all n simultaneously. 
e presentation two of the theorems will not e proved, although 
enough information will be given that the interested reader will be able to supply 
fs. It should be noted that the constructions give will not work for 
) with m # ra. 
First we need to introduce a special family of graphs. 
integers, k odd (k :I 3) and n 2 4, and let C’ “Te a cycle on k[$rz] ver 
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For COT YJenience we introduce the symbol P,, (d. This symbol will denote a path 
on n ve tices with end vertex IJ. 
We SI ate the following PJVO theorems without proof. 
Let n and k be positive integers, n 2 5, k > 3, with k odd. 
(1) For ea’ch coloring of N(k, n, u) either H(k, n, 2, j contains a monoc~hr~matic 
copy of P, or a monochromatic copy of P&I). 
(21 There exists a coloring of H( k, n, u) such tflat it contains a mono5 hromotic: 
COPY of P.&I), but no monocf.romatic copy of P&I) and no monochromatic copy of 
P?l* 
(3) For each edge e of H( k, n, u) there exists a coloring of M( k, n, u) - e ,~:cech that 
it contains no monochromatic P, aizd nfi rf:9nochronzatic PJ u). 
L&t n be a positive integer. n 35. There exists a graph G with 
distinguished’oertex v such that both of the fee :iowing hold. 
(1) For each coloring of G either G COW~W: a monochromatic opy o.f P,, or a 
monochromatic copy of P,,&). 
(2) There exists a coloring cf G such that II contains no monochromatic copy of P, 
and no monochromatic copy of P,_&). 
Although the proof of this theorem will not be given, we do describe the gralphs 
needed in its proof. For n even let G = Kn+n,Z-Z and designate u as any vzrtex of 
G. For n odd consider the graph Kn+(,l-3,,2 and delete n - 2 edges incicknt to a 
fixed vertex. This graph is G with u any vertex of maximal degree. The proof of 
Theorem 13 follows closely the ideas of the proof given in [7j to deterrr ine the 
Ramsey number for paths. 
We now state the desired theorem about %(P,,, Pn) giving the construction of an 
infinite subcollection in its proof. 
For each n 3 5 the family C@(P”, P,,) has an infinite suhcclllecticn of 
constructible members. 
that iart 
f the graph G of Theorem1 3 such 
(1) of the theorem holds. 
nite search of subgra 
therwise clisjoint. Call this grap 
vertex-&joint, so that, P’U P” is a path with 21q - 5 vertices. Since n 3 5 this 
means that P’U P” contains a monochromatic P.: in ’ and P” are each 
monochromatic paths of opposite colors. By Theorem 12(l), either the copy af 
H(k, 11, :I) in H_(k) contains a monochromatic P,, or L monochromatic P&J). Thus 
either a monochromatic P,, occurs ir one of the copies of G’ or N(k, n, u), or the 
paths P’, P” and P,(U) collectively give a monochro atic P,, in L(k). Hence we 
have that i(k) + (P,,, P,,). Theorem 12(2j, (3) and Theorem 13(2) together with 
the choice of G’show that L(kj--e+(P,,, P,,). Thus we have that L(~)E~B(P,,, J-, ) 
for each odd positive integer k, k 2 3. It is clear that (L(k)}k+ is a distinct family 
where ICY, is such that JV(W(k,,, rt, u)jl> \V(G’)\. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 
There are obvious questions left unanswered, with the most striking one 
involving the possible finiteness of %(G, H) when G or H have connectivity two 
or less. A summary of what is know,., ‘,Ias given in the introduction. Thic, general 
problem is quite difficult; in fact it is probably very difficult to determine in 
general whether B(G, N) is finite or infinite when both G of N are star-forests 
with at least one of these forests having components which are single edge stars. 
Another interesting problem concerns constructing infinite families of %(G, H) for 
specific forests (or trees) (3 and H, as was done in this paper for G = H = P,,. 
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